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PREFACE

The 2016 International Conference on Education and Social Science (UK-ICESS) is the first international conference hosted by Universitas Kanjuruhan Malang as a part of its XLI Dies Natalis commemoration. This international conference invites all educators and researchers in the field of education and social sciences to share latest issues, research, and information in these areas. Thus, as an important part of this academic forum, the organizing committee is pleased to present the Proceeding of 2016 International Conference on Education and Social Sciences which brings up the main theme of Educational and Social Issues in the Changing Asia.

There are 65 papers in this compilation, covering various topics around the theme of educational and social issues in the changing Asia which were studied from vast research areas; such as economics, health, education, language, arts, technology, geography, civics, and entrepreneurship. It is expected that all papers in this proceeding will enrich our knowledge and broaden our insights of current issues, trends, research, and information in the areas of education and social sciences.

Lastly, the organizing committee would like to deliver great appreciation to writers, presenters, and all parties who have been contributing to the publication of this proceeding.

Malang, November 2016

The Committee
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The Implementation of Curriculum 2013 on Economics by Using Scientific Approach in SMAN Malang

Lilik Sri Hariani; Endah Andayani
liliksrihari@ymail.com; endahandayani_3@yahoo.com

University of Kanjuruhan Malang

Abstract: Curriculum is one of the main pillars that affects the success of national education. To improve the quality of education in Indonesia, the Minister of Education of Indonesia has been applying Curriculum 2013 in order to create students who have good quality and pro-active answering the challenge of the changing era. In implementing the teaching, teachers are charged to implement the scientific approach. Scientific approach is the kind of teaching which adopts the scientific methods in constructing the knowledge through scientific methods. The result of this research show that: 1) Implementation of Curriculum 2013 in state senior high schools in Malang has been started since the school year of 2013/2014, teachers feel there are difficulties in analyzing the relations among the passing standard of competence, main competency, and basic competence; 2) Teachers feel there are difficulties in implementing scientific research on economics lesson because teachers are not familiar yet to implement scientific methods in a teaching as stated in Curriculum 2013; and 3) Teachers feel there is difficulty in understanding Economics lesson books, for the lesson of Economics which is suitable with Curriculum 2013 has not been designed systematically to achieve the assigned competence.

Keywords: Implementation, Curriculum 2013, Scientific Approach

INTRODUCTION

Curriculum is one of the teaching tools which has important roles in education because curriculum is a bellwether to reach the purpose of education. According to Dakir, 2004; and Mulyasa, 2007, curriculum holds the key role in education, and it also relates with the bellwether, content and teaching process, in which these will decide the kind and qualification of graduates in any education foundations.

In a life full of competition, the need of people about quality rises too. It can becaused by the expectation of public that schools can answer and anticipate the possible challenges in the future. Hence, some schools try to implement the curriculum which is different with another school in order to improve the quality of education in their own schools.

Curriculum in Indonesia has been changes for many times, such as curriculum 1984, 1994, 2004, 2006, and 2013. These kind of curriculum changes are meant to prepare students to be more prepared to face the challenges in the future through knowledge, creativity, attitude and skills on adapting in the changeable circumstances.
Curriculum is an important tool in guaranteeing the success of education. Without a good curriculum, it will be hard to aim the goals of the purpose and the education object. Curriculum covers two things, they are teaching plan and the implementation which will be experienced by the students in order to reach the purpose of education as expected. Curriculum also means as a package of plan and rule for the purpose, content, lesson material and also method used as the guidance of activity implementation to reach the certain education purpose (Copy of Peraturan Pemerintah RI Number 32 Year 2013). In the rule attachment of Minister of Education and Culture No.69 in 2013 briefly stated that curriculum 2013 aims to prepare Indonesian students to have the ability to live as person and as believer, productive, innovative, creative, affective, and also capable of contributing in living as people of the nation and people of the world.

Curriculum 2013 is a development from the previous curriculum, the KTSP (Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan). In curriculum 2013, education is emphasized to create productive, creative, and innovative humans. According to Mulyasa (2013), curriculum 2013 has some essential things, they are: 1) curriculum 2013 uses contextual approach which has natural characteristic because it starts, focuses, and gather to the nature of students to develop other competencies according to their own competencies. In this case, students are the subject of learning, and the teaching process goes naturally through working and experiencing according to the certain competencies and not by transferring knowledge; 2) curriculum 2013 which has the basics of character and competence can become the basic of other skill developments. The ability of mastering science, knowledge, and certain skills in a work, the ability to solve problems in daily life, and the development of personal aspects can be done optimally based on the certain standard of competency; and 3) there are certain fields of study which the implementation is suitable by using competence approach, especially the one that is related with skill.

The implementation of curriculum 2013 nowadays becomes a hope for the government and the public to make the young generations become more pious, productive, creative, innovative, affective, and capable of contributing in living as people of the nation and people of the world in a world that rapidly changes. That is why, to implement the curriculum is crucially needed the good teamwork from many aspects whether it is from the governors, the school staffs, or from the public.

Curriculum 2013 emphasizes on the teaching on affective aspect or the attitude change and the competence which is to be accomplished. This is a balance among attitude, skill and knowledge. It is expected that the learning can be interesting and also to develop the students’ creativity to achieve the competence both for the knowledge competence and skill competence, also emphasizes on the spiritual competence and social competence of students. By these methods students are not only given the knowledge but also skills and attitude shaping. Students are expected to know only what and who but also why and how until become daily routine, for examples: being honest, discipline, responsible, and other values. The change of learning paradigm requires creativity and innovation to adjust the need of competency in the curriculum. Curriculum 2013 commands to use the scientific approach in all the learning process. The teaching by using scientific approach consist of observing, questioning, thinking, associating, and communicating (building social network). Scientific approach can also use some strategies and learning styles such as: discovery learning, inquiry learning, project based learning, and problem based learning.

In the learning of economics, the implementation by using scientific approach is aimed to improve students potencies in order to make them aware of the social problems in their circumstances, to have the positive mental towards better change, and creative in solving each problem in their life or in their people.
METHOD

This is a qualitative descriptive research design. The subjects of this research are economics teachers in state senior high schools in Malang. The descriptive research is a different research method which tries to portray and explain the provided subjects. In general, descriptive research is conducted for the main purpose to portray correctly the systematically the fact and the characteristics of the research subject. The subject being described in this research is the implementation of curriculum 2013 by using scientific research. In this research, the researcher is the key instrument who collect the data by doing interview, observation, and spreading questionnaires. The data analysis is used by data reducing, data displaying, and data verifying.

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

Based on the result of the research it can be concluded that curriculum 2013 in state senior high schools in Malang has been started in the school year of 2013/2014, in the implementation until now some economics teachers still face difficulties in implementing curriculum 2013 because from the questionnaires result shows that 25% respondents state the adequate difficulty in implementing this curriculum. Curriculum 2013 requires all lessons to reach all main competencies from the first up to the fourth competencies where the main competency becomes the sign of students’ competence achievements which is explained in the basic competency consist of spiritual attitude, social attitude, knowledge, and skill. The main competence is gained through the basic competence which will be conveyed by teachers during the lesson. To achieve that, teachers face difficulties in analyzing the relationship among the passing standard of competence, main competence, and basic competence. Teachers also find it difficult in formulating the indicator of competence accomplishment to be explained in the learning plan, especially in the indicator of main competence accomplishment 1 and main competence accomplishment 2. Based on the interview held with one teacher of economics, it can be concluded that teachers find it difficult to apply curriculum 2013 because they are not certain about the learning plan whether it is suitable with the curriculum 2013 or not. The problems that the teachers face in implementing curriculum 2013 are various because of the difference of teachers’ understanding, this problem occurs because there are some teachers who have not attended the training of curriculum 2013.

There occur many problems when economics teacher apply the scientific approach. It can be known from the result of the questionnaires that 30% of respondents stated they find it difficult to implement the scientific approach in the teaching of economics. The difficulty lie on the scoring that is assumed to be difficult, the implementation of the scientific approach in the learning process, and also to motivate students to be active in the learning process. The learning by using scientific approach is a learning consist of observing, asking, trying or collecting, analyzing or processing, and communicating the result to get the knowledge and attitude (Hosnan, 2014). Those steps can be continued by creating something. Teachers find it difficult in implementing the scientific approach because they are not used to do scientific methods in teaching. The interview result with an economics teacher can be known that many teachers think scientific approach usually used only in science lesson. Besides, the scientific approach is a logical order of observing, asking, collecting information or trying, associating, and communicating which are realized as the only learning approach and the standardized procedure. All of them complicating teachers in developing the learning methods. Scientific approach by using 5M is also lack in accommodating the characteristic of lesson and competence. By guided on 5M it makes the teachers’ creativity lack of optimal. There are some
methods that can be used in implementing scientific approach, some of them are problem-based learning, project-based learning and discovery learning that consist inquiries which should be implemented. Collaborating some teaching methods can ease teachers to implement scientific approach in teaching economics.

Curriculum 2013 offers new thing in education. Scientific approach can help teachers in facing and solving any problems. It is then expected for teachers to be able preparing the generations that can think critically and have skills. Scientific approach are regulated in Permendikbud No. 65 in 2013 about Standard Process of Primary and High School Education. Teaching by using scientific approach is a teaching that adopts the scientific methods in constructing knowledge through scientific methods. In the implementation, there are three things: attitude, knowledge, and skill. The teaching by using scientific approach in the sphere of attitude covers the substantial transformation or teaching materials to make the students “know why”. The skill sphere covers the substance or teaching material to make the students “know how”. For the knowledge sphere covers substantial transformation or teaching material to make students “know what”.

It is expected that scientific approach will make improvement and balance between the ability to become good human (soft skills) and to become human who have the ability and knowledge to live worthy (hard skill) from having the competence aspect of attitude, skill and knowledge. Attitude competence is gained through the activity of accepting, carrying out, respecting, living, and practicing. The skill competence is gained through the activity of observing, asking, trying, thinking, presenting, and creating. Besides, the knowledge competence is gained through the activity of memorizing, understanding, implementing, analyzing, evaluating, and creating.

In other hand, based on the interview conducted with an economics teacher who teaches in the X grade of SMA Negeri 2 Malang, it can be concluded that if it is viewed from the learning by using scientific approach the students’ motivation will rise. They feel glad with the new learning style that urges them to be curious.

Related with the lesson book of economics, teachers find it difficult to understand it. Due to the questionnaires result that 35% of respondents stated they feel difficult enough to understand the economics lesson book because that kind of book has not been arranged systematically to reach the set competence, the systematic of serving the economics book is also not suitable with the systematic from the main competence and basic competence too. The difficulty faced by teachers in understanding the textbooks is on synchronizing between the book published from the publisher using main competence and the basic competence set in the curriculum which make teachers guessing in the implementation. It makes teacher often face difficulty in developing the teaching.

From the problems, economics teachers have done many efforts to solve them. Some of the efforts are; 10 economics teachers always do discussion in solving problems with other teachers in the school, 2) living up the MGMP, 3) using any sources and learning mediums such as Wi-Fi, LCD, computer, and library. Basically the problem in teaching economics by implementing curriculum 2013 can be solved if teachers keep struggling to improve their knowledge about teaching and adjusting the material with the facilities in the school. The main competence and the basic competence that have been set in the curriculum can be developed by teachers and they can find other references that are suitable with the main competence and the basic competence. Teachers’ commitment in developing competencies, arranging appropriate teaching plan, and implementing the plan can help teacher to accomplish the purpose of learning economics by using scientific approach as in curriculum 2013.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The result of this research show: 1) Implementation of curriculum 2013 in senior high schools in Malang has been started since the school year of 2013/2014, teachers face some difficulties in analyzing the relations among the passing standard of competence, main competency, and basic competence which are caused by the lack of teachers’ understanding concerning curriculum 2013 for there are some teachers who had not attended the curriculum 2013 training; 2) Teachers feel difficult in implementing scientific approach on economics lesson because they are not used to implement scientific methods in teaching; and 3) Economics teachers still find it difficult in understanding the economics lesson book, because that kind of book has not been arranged systematically to reach the set competence, the systematic of serving the economics book is also not suitable with the systematic from the main competence and basic competence too.
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